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Spring Happenings

Spring is the perfect time to visit the Wittus
showroom at 40 Westchaster Avenue in
Pound Ridge, NY. We have re-vamped our
showroom and have some new products
on view. Come and see the new Spartherm
Arte 3RL three sided zero clearance builtin, the Cosmo 1147 in soapstone, the
Cosmo Pedestal, the Shaker stove and
much more. Or visit our website www.wittus.com.

Stove News

One Stop Shopping with Style

“Burning wet wood is a waste of energy. Wood burns most
efficiently when the moisture content is between 15%-20%.
When a live tree is cut the moisture content can be greater
than 50%. Too much water in the wood reduces the
temperature in the stove preventing the wood from completely
burning. Incomplete combustion results in smoke going up the
chimney and creates creosote. The smoke can also negatively
impact your air quality inside and outside the home.
~Burn Wise

Good Time Grill Recipe

There’s nothing like a great recipe to
get your grilling season off to a bang.
Here’s one of our favorites prepared
on the Wittus Phoenix grill.
Grill Roasted Lamb Sausage
Ingredients:

Lamb Sausage of your choice
2Tbs. Olive Oil
1 tsp. Thyme
1 tsp. Rosemary
Salt & Pepper to taste
Prepare the grill ahead of time. Start a fire using bunched
paper, kindling and wood. Once the fire is roaring, let the
fire burn down until you have glowing embers but no flames.
Place the grill rack over the coals to heat it up. Toss the lamb
sausage with the olive oil, herbs, salt and pepper to taste.
Place the sausage over the embers and cook until nicely
charred on the outside and firm when prodded.

Wet Wood is a Waste

Burning wet wood will not get you far when
it comes to making a fire. Knowing how to
prepare your wood is the best way to make
the most of your wood pile. Here are four
easy steps that will yield positive results.
More info: www.epa.gov/burnwise.com.
Wittus wood stocker shown here.
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Split dry wood into large wedges & small pieces for
kindling.
Stack wood split side down, away from buildings
and off of the ground, you can use planks as a base.
Cover the stack to protect from moisture. Keep cover
raised off wood pile and sides open for air flow.
Store soft wood for 6 months and hard wood for 12
months. Properly dried wood is lighter and sounds
hollow when tapped on.

Cubic Wood Burning Stove

The Cubic series, designed by
Danish architect Anders Nørgaard,
is minimal and sophisticated. All 5
models utilize the same highly
efficient fire box and are EPA
certified and UL / ULC approved.
Available styles include the Cubic
109, Cubic 166, Cubic 215, Cubic
W200 and Cubic Wall models.
See the Cubic 109 on the Wittus
sale page, special price available through May 2019

Cosmo Wood Burning Stove
Stylish and solid, the Cosmo
series includes eleven distinct
models (see website for all
style variations). Outstanding
design features include the
“cool handle” concept which
positions the handle below
and away from the firebox, a
large tempered glass viewing
window with an air wash system that keeps the glass clean,
and a finger tip control wheel for air control. Cosmo 1500
shown here available with four soapstone bricks that are
concealed in the top portion of the body.

Stock Wood in Style

Wood stacking can be stylish
with the corten steel Woodbee
wood stocker from Harrie
Leenders of The Netherlands.
Hexagonal shaped units can
be joined to provide a creative
way to stack wood. See our
website to view the full product
line of accessories.

